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Raymarine Axiom®+ High-Performance Multifunction Navigation Displays
Smarter, brighter, and tougher than ever

The successor to Raymarine’s award-winning Axiom® line of MFDs, Axiom+ is engineered for
speed, responsiveness, and future expansion. Available in 7-, 9-, and 12-inch display models,
Axiom+ comes performance-tuned with a powerful quad-core processor for fast chart redraws,
multi-channel sonar views, and augmented reality navigation.
Designed for excellent viewing in a range of lighting conditions, Axiom+ models feature a bright
IPS LCD that is 25 percent brighter than previous Axiom models, resulting in improved clarity
and wider viewing angles. Axiom+ also delivers improved touch-screen performance thanks to
Raymarine’s HydroTough™ ruggedized, nano-coated display, which provides enhanced impact
resistance, repels water and oils, and enables accurate touch control in all conditions.
Axiom+ builds upon what boaters love about Axiom MFDs. Four built-in sonar channels –
including RealVision™ 3D – deliver comprehensive views of the underwater world, and a nextgeneration ultra-sensitive GPS/GNSS receiver offers a 4x improvement in sensitivity for
accurate navigation, even in challenging installations.
PERFORMANCE TUNED - Designed for speed, responsiveness and future expansion
•

Fluid and fast chart redraw with NEW Raymarine LightHouse Charts, plus Navionics and
C-MAP

•

Smart and intuitive LightHouse 3 OS Dartmouth makes navigating easy
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•

Powerful quad-core processor, plus increased onboard storage (up to 16GB) for
personal data, chart storage and apps

•

ClearCruiseTM Augmented Reality-capable for smarter navigation decisions

MAXIMUM VISIBILITY – Upgraded IPS display technology delivers charts, sonar, radar and
video in stunning color and detail
•

HydroToughTM Display: Nano-coated, impact resistant glass repels water, oil and
smudges for better viewing and accurate touch control

•

7”, 9” and 12” all-weather displays are 25% brighter (up to 1,800 nits)

•

IPS display technology delivers wider viewing angles and sharp contrast at twice the
resolution of traditional displays

SIMPLY POWERFUL – Better chart plotting, enhanced GPS and 3D sonar
•

Next-generation high-performance 10Hz GPS/GNSS receiver with 4X increased
sensitivity for accurate positioning

•

Available with built-in RealVision® 3D sonar, plus CHIRP sonar, SideVision sonar and
DownVision sonar for the most comprehensive views of the underwater world from a
single all-in-one transducer

•

Ready to expand / network with multiple Axiom displays, radars, sonar, autopilot,
cameras, entertainment, and more

Available at Raymarine dealers June 22, 2020
7” Axiom+ starting at $749
9” Axiom+ starting at $1099
12” Axiom+ starting at $2499
Download Axiom+ press and images: https://flir.box.com/v/Media-Raymarine-Axiom-Plus

